
 

 Revisit and Review Teach Practise Apply 

Session 
1 

Review high frequency 
words learned so far  
 
is, it, in, if, at, as, and, a, 
had, an, back, dad, put, but, 
get, big, him, got, his, not, 
of, up, mum, but, can, on  
 
See phonics play game 
tricky word truck and select 
HFW (high frequency words 
phase 2 all) to recap. 

Teach reading are, see 
 
Teach ‘sh’  
 
Remember two letters together 
making one sound is called a 
digraph.  
 
Jolly phonics song - "hush 
hush hush don't make a 
sound, be as quiet as you can 
be, the baby's asleep and im 
tired out, sh/sh/sh/sh/sh" 

Segmenting for spelling:  
Phoneme frame  
Say a CVC word and, holding up three fingers sound-talk 
it, pointing to a finger at a time for each phoneme. Ask 
the children to do the same and watch to see if they are 
correct. Holding up the three fingers on one hand, write 
the letters of the word in the phoneme frame, referring to 
the letter sheet. Say another word and ask the children to 
sound-talk it using their fingers. 
 
shop, ship, fish, shell, shed. 
 

Blending for reading: Countdown using words 
shock, cash, bash, rush. 
1. Display the list of words, one underneath 
the other. 
2. Explain to the children that the object of 
this activity is to read as many words as 
possible before the sand timer or stop clock 
signals ‘Stop’. 
3. Start the timer. 
4. Sound-talk the letters and read the word. 
 

Session 
2 

Practise the name of each 
letter Singing the alphabet 
song and pointing to the 
letters. 
 

Practice reading are, see  
 
Teach ‘ch’  
 
Another digraph, see 
Geraldine the giraffe link on 
the phonics prompt sheet.  
 

Segmenting for spelling: Phoneme frame:  
 
chop, chin, chuck, chill.  
 
Blending for reading: 
Countdown: much, chick, check, chug, such. 
 

Reading captions activity drawing:  
1. Display a caption or sentence. 
I am in such a rush to get to the shops. 
2. Ask the children to read it and draw a quick 
sketch. 
3. Repeat with the next caption. 
A man is rich if he has lots of cash.  

Session 
3 

Recall all GPCs learned so 
far. 
s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c, 
k, ck, e, u, r, h, b, f, ff, l, ll, 
ss, j, v, w,  x, y, z, zz, qu, 
sh, ch.  
Play phonics play flashcard 
time challenge or use sound 
cards. 

Practice reading are, see  
 
Teach ‘th’  
 
e.g.than, that, them, there, 
these, they 
+ 
think, thank, theme, thing, 
thick, thief, thigh, thin 

Segmenting for spelling: Phoneme frame:  
 
then, them, that, this, with. 

Demonstration writing 
Write the sentence:  
 
A moth can be fat but its wings are thin. 

Session 
4 

Play the tricky word trucks 
on phonics play phase 3 or 
play tricky word splat.  

Practice reading are, see  
 
Teach ‘ng’  
 
e.g. ring, sing, king, fang, 
string, swing, wing, lung, song. 

Segmenting for spelling: 
Phoneme frame: long, sang, ping-pong, ring. 
(See session 1 activity for procedure) 
 
Blending for reading: Matching words and pictures  
king, ring, sing. 
1. Lay out the words and picture cards on a table. 
2. Ask the children to match up the words to the pictures. 

Reading captions activity drawing: 
Sing a song to me. 
 
(See session 2 activity for procedure) 
 


